
SPELL WELL ACTIVITIES

1. HEADLINES
Cut letters out of newspapers and maga-
zines to spell your words.  Paste them into 
your notebook.

2. THAT’S AN ORDER
Write your words in alphabetical order.

3. Super Sentences
Write a super sentence for each of your 
spelling words.  Underline your spelling word.

4. Rainbow Words 
Write your spelling word and trace it five 
times using a different colour each time.

REMEMBER TO:
!" Write the date.
!" Write the number and title of the activity.

5. ACROSS AND DOWN
Write each word across and down,
sharing the beginning letter.
Example: when

                           h
                           e
                           n

6. FANCY LETTERS
Write each of your spelling
words using fancy letters. Your letters can 
have curly-q’s or dots, for example. Have fun!

7. UPPER AND LOWER
First write your spelling word normal.
Then rewrite your spelling word. This time 
write the vowels in lowercase and the con-

sonants in uppercase. *Example-lower LoWeR

8. CONSONANT CIRCLE
Write each of your spelling words.
Then go back and circle all of the
consonants in your spelling words!

9. THREE TIMES
Write each spelling word three times. Use a 
different coloured pencil for each time.

10. BLUE VOWELS
Write EACH of your spelling words. You will 
need a blue coloured pencil. Trace over the 
vowels in each word with your blue coloured 

pencil. Vowels = A E I O U

11. PYRAMID WRITING
Pyramid write your spelling words. 
*Example: home 
h
ho

                        hom
                        home

12. SYLLABLES
Write each spelling word and then divide 
the word into syllables.  Write the number 
of syllables each word has.
Example: Sept  em   ber    (3)



13. BUBBLE LETTERS
Write each spelling word in bubble letters. 
After your write your words in bubble let-
ters, colour your words with a crayon or 

colored pencil.

14. ADDING MY WORDS
Write each of your spelling words.  Add up 
each spelling word.
*Consonants are worth 10. *Vowels are worth 

5.
Example: said
10 + 5 + 5 + 10 = 30

15. VOWEL CIRCLE
Write each of your spelling words.

Then go back and circle all of the vowels in 
your spelling words!

16. CONNECT THE DOTS
Write your spelling words using dots.  Then 
connect the dots by tracing over them with 
a coloured pencil.

17. COLOURFUL WORDS
Write each of your spelling words. Write 
each letter using a different coloured pen-
cil.

18. ACROSTIC POEMS
Create an acrostic poem for five of your words. 

Example:
Snow

Soft and fluffy
Never warm
Open the door

        Wade into the cold 


